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ABSTRACT
The quality of Caterpillar's welds is becoming increasingly important as their equipment is made
leaner with the goals of increased performance, lighter weight and lower unit cost. Due to the
inherently variable nature of arc welding, non-destructive weld evaluation is critical to ensure
that welding processes remain in control, and that defective parts are quarantined and repaired
before being released downstream. The "conventional" ultrasonic weld inspection technology in
use at present has several limitations:
e
Areas within common joint configurations cannot be adequately inspected due to
geometry constraints
e
Discontinuity evaluation requires subjective real-time human interpretation by highly
trained operators
e
The data produced by the instrumentation is unconducive to recording for off-line
analysis
e
Imprecise defect sizing leads to Type I and Type II inspection errors - the unnecessary
rework of good parts, and the inappropriate release of non-complying parts
This project addressed these limitations of conventional ultrasonic weld inspection by identifying
and evaluating alternative commercially available technologies and by initiating the internal
development of specific proprietary technologies tailored to Caterpillar's needs. Through
collaboration with Caterpillar's non-destructive evaluation (NDE) community, as well as outside
vendors, a technology known as "phased array" was selected and validated in the laboratory and
production environments. Although phased array was not new to Caterpillar, its adoption within
the production facilities had previously been limited.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Roy Welsch
Title: Professor of Statistics and Engineering Systems, MIT Sloan School of Management
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Thomas Eagar
Title: Professor of Materials Engineering and Engineering Management, Department of
Materials Science and Engineering
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NOTATIONS
ASME: American Society of Mechanical Engineers
A-Scan: Amplitude Scan
ASNT: American Society for Nondestructive Testing
AWS: American Welding Society
AUT: Automated Ultrasonic Testing

COQ: Cost of Quality
ECL: Economic Conformance Level

ERP: Enterprise Resource Planning
FPY: First Pass Yield
FR: Fraction Rejected
IIW: International Institute of Welding
LOF: Lack of Fusion
LOP: Lack of Penetration
NDT: Nondestructive Testing
NDE: Nondestructive Evaluation
PAUT: Phased Array Ultrasonic Testing
POD: Probability of Detection
ROC: Receiver Operating Characteristic
SDH: Side-Drilled Hole
S-Scan: Sectorial Scan (also Sector Scan)
TWI: The Welding Institute
UT: Conventional Ultrasonic Testing
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 COMPANY BACKGROUND
Caterpillar Tractor Co. was founded in California in 1925 as a merger between the Holt
Manufacturing Company and the Best Tractor Company. Over the past 90 years Caterpillar has
evolved from its roots in agricultural equipment to become the world's leading manufacturer of
construction and mining equipment, diesel and natural gas engines, industrial gas-turbines, and
diesel electric locomotives (Caterpillar, Inc., 2015).

1.2 PROJECT MOTIVATION
FIELD FAIL URES IN CUSTOMER MACHINES
In 2013 a cross-functional team was assembled to address a surge in weld quality warranty
claims related to a specific component on Caterpillar's flagship Track Type Tractor line of
bulldozers. The failing welds were not a risk to safety, but they represented a significant cost
and inconvenience to both Caterpillar and their customers, many of whom rely on the equipment
to perform around the clock, day in and day out. The team's analysis revealed that the failed
welds joints had not been fully fused at the root of the weld; a defect referred to either as Lack of
Penetration (LOP) or Lack of Fusion (LOF). The unfused portion of the weld was effectively a
built-in crack that grew with every stress-cycle until ultimate failure. The cross-section views in
Figure 1 show the difference between a conforming and defective weld in a flare-bevel joint that
is representative of the joint of interest. The arrow points to the unfused area at the root of the
defective weld.

FBOR-1

F91O-2

FIGURE 1: SECTION VIEWS OF CONFORMING (LEFT) AND DEFECTIVE (RIGHT) WELD JOINTS

Although the team identified and corrected the process failures that caused the defect, one
problem remained: unlike many welds, the quality of this particular weld joint could not reliably
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be evaluated with their current non-destructive testing (NDT) methods. In other words, the only
way for them to ensure that a weld was conforming was to destructively section it. To
compensate for this inspection limitation, the joint configuration was modified such that it could
be effectively inspected with their existing technology. The new joint configuration not only
increased the cost and time required to make future parts, but also necessitated a significant onetime expenditure to re-work all inventoried finished parts to eliminate the possibility of
delivering additional defective parts.

During the course of this investigation, the cross-functional team identified additional limitations
of the organization's weld inspection technology. They observed that many other joint
configurations could not be thoroughly inspected, that the inspections process was time
consuming, sometimes becoming a production constraint, and that the inspection data was
difficult to communicate and perceived to be subjective. They concluded that there must be a
better way to inspect welds to achieve Caterpillar's quality objective.

FA TIG UE RESISTANT WELDS
One of the individuals on the weld warranty response team had simultaneously been working on
a project to develop fatigue resistant welds that would allow Caterpillar to build equipment that
was both lighter and stronger. Industry standards require that designers de-rate welded joints to
account for a reduced fatigue life caused by the expected variability in the quality of welds.
Recent improvements in robotic welding have made it possible to produce higher quality welds,
but the existing inspection methods did not provide the resolution to non-destructively verify this
additional level of quality. The researchers knew that if they had a means of monitoring the
quality of robotic welding, they could safely create new designs with increased durability at
lower weight and lower cost. This represented a significant opportunity that could potentially
impact all of Caterpillar's vast range of construction and mining equipment.

1.3 THESIS OVERVIEW
Motivated by the two scenarios described above, this thesis explores the technical and
managerial aspects of implementing an advanced weld inspection system applicable to varied
products within a global manufacturing organization. Chapter 2 introduces the reader to welding
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processes and the range of potential defects that can occur in welded fabrications. Chapter 3
provides a high level overview of the commercially available weld inspection technologies as
well as focused primers on Conventional Ultrasonic Testing (UT) and Phased Array Ultrasonic
Testing (PAUT) - the incumbent technology and a disruptive new technology respectively.
Chapter 4 describes two studies that were performed to validate the use of PAUT for the
motivating applications. Based on the results of the validation studies, Chapter 5 explores the
business implications of adopting this new inspection technology. Chapter 6 summarizes the key
findings and provides a series of next steps for the company to continue this work. Finally, in
Chapter 7 the researcher provides suggestions for related projects that could be pursued by future
researchers.

15
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2

WELDING AND WELD DEFECTS

To better understand weld inspection, it is helpful for the reader to have a basic understanding of
the welding process, the types and causes of defects, the nature of weld failure, and the methods
employed for designing and producing high-quality welded fabrications.

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO WELDING

Welding is the process of fusing materials, typically metals or thermoplastics, by heating them
beyond their melting point and allowing the materials to mix before cooling to form a joint with
properties similar to those of the base material. In many cases the process involves the addition
of a filler material to the molten pool, though this is not necessary in all welding processes. The
major categories of welding processes are described in Table 1 below.
TABLE 1: WELDING PROCESSES

Process

Description

Arc

An electrical power supply provides alternating (AC) or direct current (DC)
to an electrode which creates an electrical arc between the part and the
electrode. Common arc welding processes include shielded metal arc
welding (SMAW), gas metal arc welding (GMAW), and gas tungsten arc
welding (GTAW) among many others. Arc welding is the primary joining
process for large steel fabrications.
The base material is melted with a torch burning a gas mixture, typically
oxygen and acetylene. Filler material can be added as necessary.
Electrodes transfer an impulse of high current through adjacent pieces of
material. Spot welds and seam welds are two forms of resistance welding
that are common for fusing thin material in industrial settings.
A relatively new field of welding where energy is transferred into the part
using either a laser or a beam of electrons. These processes promise higher
precision and better material properties, but the equipment is considerably
more expensive than the other methods
These processes use mechanical work to create fusion. Examples of solid
state processes include friction welding, friction-stir welding, and explosion
welding among others.

Gas
Resistance

Energy Beam

Solid State

This thesis will focus primarily on the inspection of arc welded steel fabrications, although the
inspection methods discussed may be applicable to other processes as well.
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2.2 TYPES AND CAUSES OF WELD DEFECTS
As described above, the advantage of welding, as compared to other means of joining materials,
is that, when done correctly, the mechanical properties of a welded joint can be nearly
homogenous with those of the parent material. In this sense, a perfect weld creates a continuous
structure, and any imperfections in the weld are therefore referred to as "discontinuities." A
discontinuity that exceeds a pre-defined threshold of acceptability is referred to as a "defect,"
and the threshold as the "defect limit." Defect limits for each type of discontinuity are
established by industry groups such as the American Welding Society (AWS) and the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), or alternatively by an internal specification
committee within a corporation. Figure 2 is a graphical representation of a groove-weld crosssection showing many of the common discontinuity types.
overlap
underfill

undercut
solidification crack
coldiap

mid-wall lack of fusion

cold

lap

clustered porosity
lack of fusion at root

inclusion

excess penetration
FIGURE 2: COMMON WELDING DISCONTINUITIES

The following table describes possible causes for these discontinuities. (Hughes, 2009)
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TABLE 2: CAUSES OF WELDING DISCONTINUITIES

Discontinuity Type
Underfill
Overlap
Undercut
Lack of Fusion,
and/or Cold Lap
Porosity
Inclusion
Solidification
Crack

Potential Cause
Insufficient filler material
Insufficient current
Insufficient voltage, excessive arc travel speed, or improper torch
angle
Inadequate joint preparation (presence of excess mill scale on parent
material) or improper technique (allowing the weld puddle to cushion
the arc)
Insufficient shielding gas or the introduction of contaminants
(particularly hydrocarbons such as oil or grease)
Inadequate removal of slag or the unintentional introduction of
foreign material such as copper or tungsten
Improper electrode composition, excessive heat, or excessive
physical restrictions during cooling

2.3 FATIGUE: THE NATURE OF WELD FAILURE
The importance of weld discontinuities lies within their affect on the fatigue strength of welded
structures. As early as the mid-nineteenth century, engineers have observed that a structure
subjected to prolonged cyclic loading can fail at stress levels well below the yield stress, or the
stress level that would be required to damage the structure under a single static loading. Fatigue
failure, as this phenomenon is referred to, is caused by the initiation and growth of cracks within
the material. Discontinuities within the stressed material will cause local stress levels to
significantly exceed the average stress level across the adjacent material. With ductile materials,
such as most mild steel, a single loading will not lead to failure of the component, but can cause
local cracking in the area of these stress concentrations. These small cracks grow incrementally
with each stress cycle, and as they grow, the stress concentrations increase such that each cycle is
more damaging than the previous. The study of crack propagation is known as fracture
mechanics. (Maddox, 1991)

To determine the relationships between cyclic stresses and the fatigue lives of components with
different geometric features, engineers use fatigue testing machines to repeatedly apply known
loads to test articles until failure occurs. An example of a fatigue testing machine is shown in
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Figure 3 below. Fatigue lives are typically tested to as many as 107 cycles. At a typical test rate
of 5 Hz, this means that it can take up to three weeks of machine time to collect a single sample.

FIGURE 3: FATIGUE TESTING MACHINE. REPRINTED FROM MADDOX, 1991

The empirically collected fatigue life data is typically plotted on an S-N plot showing the cyclic
stress (S) required to fracture a specific component after a specified number of cycles (N). When
plotted with double logarithmic coordinates, this data normally falls along a downward sloping
line that levels off below a certain stress known as the endurance limit (So). A regression line
through S-N data would indicate the stress range that results in a 50% chance of failing before
the corresponding number of stress cycles. A notional S-N curve is shown in Figure 4 below.
20
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x
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x

------------------------- X

Cycles to Failure: log N
FIGURE 4: NOTIONAL S-N CURVE. ADAPTED FROM MADDOX, 1991

2.4 DESIGN FOR FATIGUE
This section will provide a brief overview of the typical design process used to design structures
for fatigue. This description does not represent any processes that are particular or unique to
Caterpillar.

In its simplest form, the role of a-structural engineer is to determine the required cross sectional
area of a structure or component according to the relationship between the expected load (force)
and the chosen design stress range as described in equation [1].

Cross Sectional Area =

Force

Design Stress Range

While the designer would prefer that the force and the design stress range were both known with
precision, in practice this is rarely the case. When designing construction and mining equipment,
both the force and the design stress range will depend greatly on the applications that equipment
is subjected to. The designer must predict the forces that the structure will need to resist, the
lifetime of the structure (in stress cycles), and a maximum allowable level of risk that the
structure should fail prematurely. The forces can be evaluated with a static and/or dynamic
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analysis of expected loading scenarios, but to determine the design stress range, the engineer
must return to the S-N diagram described earlier.

For example, a designer may make the assumption that the structure's economic service life
should be 2x10 6 cycles and that it should have a probability of failure of less than 2.3% (*these
numbers are hypothetical and in no way represent the actual design criteria of Caterpillar
equipment). In this case the designer would reference the relevant S-N curve for a similar joint,
draw a vertical line at the economic service life of 2x10 6 cycles, and draw a horizontal line from
the intersection of the vertical line and the diagonal M-2SD line (which represents the "mean
cycles-to-failure minus two standard deviations"). The intersection of this horizontal line with
the vertical axis will give the designer the design stress to be used in equation [1].

x

V)

Economic Service
Life: NE

Design Stress: SE

------------

M-2SD
Cycles to Failure: log N
FIGURE 5: ECONOMIC DESIGN FOR FATIGUE

While it may seem desirable to design structures such that the stress (SE) never exceeds the
endurance limit (So), in practice this would lead to structures that are both costlier and heavier
than necessary. The preferred method is to assume that a welded structure will have some finite
economic service life (defined in terms of the number of stress cycles that it will be subjected to),
and then to select a design stress that reduces the risk of premature failure below some allowable
level.
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Obviously, the acceptable risk of failure must be very low when designing structures that are
critical to human safety such as overhead loads, bridges, nuclear reactor pressure vessels, or
airplane wings. These applications are typically either designed for an infinite life (with a
maximum stress below the endurance limit), or alternatively the designer may require rigorous
inspections at specified intervals to detect cracks before they become critical. However, with
structures that do not pose a risk to safety, the tradeoff between the risk and cost of premature
failure as compared to the excess cost and weight of an overly conservative design becomes a
financial one.

It is important to note that a particular S-N curve will only be applicable to features that are
geometrically similar to those of the specimens which the data was developed from. To assist
the designer, organizations such as The Welding Institute (TWI) and the International Institute of
Welding (11W) have sorted each of the common joint configurations into categories with
associated S-N curves. TWI uses nine classes, designated A, B, C, D, E, F, F2, G, and W, with A
corresponding to the un-welded parent plate and W corresponding to the joints with the lowest
fatigue life. (Maddox, 1991) Similarly, the IIW categorizes joints into twelve fatigue classes (or
FAT classes) - each with a unique S-N curve. In addition to the joint geometry, both of these
classifications also take into account the orientation of the cyclic stresses, the joint preparation,
and the welding and inspection methods. (Jonsson, Hobbacher, Dobmann, Kassner, & Marquis,

2013)

The performance of a welded structure depends both upon the accuracy of the predictions made
regarding the stresses that the structure would be subjected to, and also upon the manufacturer's
ability to manufacture the structure in conformance with the design specifications. Since
structural deficiencies do not typically reveal themselves until months or years after leaving the
factory, both the delay and the duality of the performance dependencies render it difficult for the
designer to discriminate the cause of structural failures and appropriately prevent failures in the
future. As an example, consider a conforming structure that was severely overloaded early in its
life. Cracks would be initiated when the equipment was overloaded, but the equipment would
not show any immediate signs of damage. These cracks would grow slightly with each stress
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cycle until finally failing months or years later while operating well below its design capacity.
How will the designer then discriminate whether the design was insufficient, the welds were
non-conforming, or the customer used the equipment inappropriately? Compounding this
feedback uncertainty further, many customers are known to regularly repair equipment on the
jobsite without ever reporting the failures through the warranty system. In this case the designer
does not receive any feedback at all.

Figure 6 below illustrates these uncertainties graphically. The curve to the left represents the
notional amount of cumulative fatigue stress (a function of stress and the number of stress
cycles) that the end customer will expose the structure to. The curve to the right represents the
notional amount of fatigue stress that each piece of equipment can tolerate before failure. The
overlapping area (cross-hatched) represents machines that will fail - these are machines that are
weaker than designed (perhaps due to latent weld defects) and that are also exposed to more
extreme stresses than those anticipated by the designer.

Predicted
Customer
Usage

Design

Sengt
Strength
As-Built
Structure
Strength

Actual
Customer
Usage

strength

CL

Cumulative Fatigue
FIGURE 6: UNCERTAINTY OF FATIGUE DESIGN

Four levers exist to reduce or eliminate customer failures:
1) Shift the customer usage curve to the left by de-rating the equipment. For example, the
capacity of an off-road truck could be reduced by shrinking the size of the bed. This is a
simple solution, but is clearly disadvantageous in the off-road equipment market where
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manufacturers compete to move the maximum number of tons-per-hour at the lowest
cost.
2) Reduce the variability in customer usage (ausage). Assuming that the curves in Figure 6
are accurate, even the weakest structures are stronger than would be required to operate
as intended by their designer. Rather than shifting the entire customer usage curve to the
left, the failures could be reduced by eliminating only the right-hand tail of the customer
usage curve. This would require modifying customer behavior - a sensitive endeavor
that is (at present) outside of the control of the manufacturer.
3) Shift the strength curve to the right. The strength of a design can be increased by either
increasing the amount of steel used or by optimizing the topology of the structure. The
former approach adds weight and cost which both adversely impact the competitive
position of the product; effectively similar to de-rating the existing equipment as
proposed in strategy 1. The latter approach is advantageous, however topological
optimization within existing design constraints is a costly and time consuming endeavor.
While optimized structures will always be sought in the long-term, they cannot be readily
applied to reduce the failures in the near-term.
4) Reduce the variability in structure strength (cstrength). The variability in strength is
directly related to the quality of the welding. The edge of the right tail represents a high
quality structure with very small discontinuities - well below the defect thresholds. The
left tail represents structures with discontinuities that exceed the allowable defect limits
set by the designer. Perfect compliance with the existing defect limits would shrink the
left tail (preventing our first motivating example), and enabling compliance within
smaller defect limits would increase the design strength of a given design (enabling the
pursuit of our second motivating example).

While opportunities exist to improve the accuracy of loading assumptions and to improve the
collection of feedback on structural failures, the remainder of this thesis will focus on means of
eliminating or reducing the uncertainty associated the initial quality of structural welds.
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2.5 DEFECT PREVENTION
Ideally the processes associated with defect prevention and weld inspection would be closely
interrelated, but under a "quality control" system (as opposed to quality assurance or continuous
improvement which will be discussed later), these functions are generally distinct. At a high
level, weld quality systems aim to prevent defects by requiring that the procedure to weld a
specific type of joint is documented and proven to produce acceptable welds and that each
welder must prove that they are capable of producing a conforming weld sample according to the
approved procedure. The quality of the weld samples can be evaluated by sectioning, bending,
and inspecting them visually for defects. The three common elements of weld quality systems
are listed in Table 3 below. The key takeaway is that this is an open-loop system that qualifies
the procedure and the welder before production welding begins. The implicit assumption is that
a welder who can produce a single conforming weld will thereafter continue to produce
conforming welds.

TABLE 3: ELEMENTS OF A WE LD QUALITY SYSTEM

Element
Welding Procedure

Specification (WPS)
Procedure Qualification
Record (PQR)
Welder Performance
Qualification (WPQ)

Purpose

The WPS documents all of the instructions required for a welder
to produce a production weld in conformance with the required
mechanical and metallurgical properties.
A PQR is a record of the specific welding parameters used to
produce a test specimen, as well as a record of the tests
performed to qualify the sample.
The WPQ certifies that a specific welder has successfully
followed the WPS and produced a conforming test sample. This
indicates that the welder has the knowledge, skill, and dexterity
to continue producing conforming welds. Depending on the
standard applied, this qualification can last for a short as six
months or may last indefinitely.

2.6 WELD INSPECTION
If the weld quality system is viewed as an upstream gate to ensure that only qualified welders are
allowed on the factory floor, inspections are currently used as a downstream gate to prevent the
release of defective parts to customers.
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For many manufacturers, inspections are mandated by code requirements that are enforced by
regulatory agencies such as the National Highway Traffic Administration (NHTSA) for bridges
and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) for aircraft. However, as a manufacturer of offroad machines, Caterpillar is subjected to limited, if any, external regulation regarding
inspections; rather they maintain their own internal specifications and standards for inspection.
This self-regulation places the burden on management to choose an inspection method and
inspection frequency to minimize the sum of manufacturing costs and failure costs. Chapter 0
discusses the range of potential weld inspection methods, Chapter 4 validates the benefits of a
promising new inspection method, and Chapter 5 describes how the choices of inspection
methods and/or inspection frequencies should be viewed as critical strategic decisions.
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3

WELD INSPECTION TECHNOLOGY

Since a direct test of the fatigue strength of a weld would require the inspector to destroy the
part, weld inspectors must rely on indirect and nondestructive inspection methods that identify
the presence of defects that are known empirically to reduce the strength of a weld. While the
extrinsic variables of weld quality, such as weld profile, can be monitored visually with the aid
of simple gauges like those shown in Figure 7, the intrinsic variables, such as internal cracks and
voids, require a nondestructive means of inspecting below the surface. This chapter will discuss
the most common nondestructive testing (NDT) technologies used for the inspection of welds.

FIGURE 7: GAUGES USED FOR VISUAL WELD INSPECTION. (G.A.L. GAUGE COMPANY, N.D.)

3.1 OVERVIEW OF NDT FOR WELDING
NDT involves the application of known physical phenomena to gain information about an object.
Humans have the natural benefit of five powerful sensing mechanisms: touch, taste, smell,
sound, and sight. However, to inspect the intrinsic properties of a weld requires the ability to see
at wavelengths or length scales that are outside of the range of human vision, and to hear at
frequencies beyond those of human hearing. Figure 8 and Figure 9 illustrate the electromagnetic
and acoustic spectrums respectively.
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FIGURE 8: THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM. (NASA, 2016)
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FIGURE 9: THE ACOUSTIC ENERGY SPECTRUM. (OLYMPUS IMS, N.D.)

The discovery of the reciprocal properties of piezoelectric crystals, which vibrate under the
application of an electric field and create an electrical field when vibrated by an external force,
enabled the French to develop sonar (an acronym for "SOund Navigation And Ranging") in the
First World War to identify German submarines. (Papadikis, 2007) By the 1940's researchers
had developed instrumentation that could use this piezoelectric technology to interrogate steel for
voids, cracks and inclusions with ultrasonic waves. Around the same period, the American
Radium and X-ray Society (which later became the American Society for Nondestructive Testing
or ASNT) began experimenting with the use of Radium and high-voltage vacuum tubes to
generate gamma and x-rays that could pass through steel and produce a permanent 2D "X-ray"
image on film. Ultrasonics and radiography have developed in parallel for the past seventy years
and they remain as the two primary NDT methods for weld inspection.

Radiography was the most widely accepted method of NDT for decades due to its ability to
provide a permanent record of the inspection, but it requires production to stop during the
inspection for safety reasons due to the radiation hazard. Ultrasonic technology is intrinsically
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safe and the performance of the technology has dramatically increased since the introduction of
inexpensive microelectronics in the seventies and eighties.

A range of additional NDT technologies are listed in Table 4. Based on the capabilities shown in
the table, only the conventional and phased array ultrasonic inspections have the ability to
provide the necessary information in an intrinsically safe manner. These two technologies will
be explored in more detail in the following sections.

TABLE 4: CAPABILITIES OF NDT TECHNOLOGIES FOR WELD INSPECTION

Sizing

Safety

information
Yes
Yes
Yes

concerns
No
No
No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Surface

No

All
All

Internal
Internal

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Ferromagnetic

Internal

Limited

Limited

No

All

Internal

No

Yes

Yes

Applicable
materials_
All
All
Ferromagne
Ferromagnetic

Detection
capability
Surface
Surface
Surface
Surface

Depth
information
No
No

Electrically
conductive

Near
surface

Thermography

All

Conventional UT
Phased array UT
Electromagnetic
acoustics
Radiography

NDT Technology
Visual
Liquid penetrant
agnetpartle
Magnetic flux
Eddycurrent

No

3.2 CONVENTIONAL ULTRASONIC TESTING
All ultrasonic inspections rely on the physical observation that sound waves travel relatively
unimpeded through continuous material, but are reflected by any internal or external interfaces
between the base material and any other material (air, liquid, or different metal). Metal/air
interfaces are near perfect reflectors, whereas metal/liquid and metal/solid interfaces will only
return a fraction of the energy. Conventional ultrasonic testing (UT) uses a transducer (probe)
with a single piezoelectric element to send high frequency sound waves into a part and then to
"listen" for any sound energy that is reflected back. This is referred to in the industry as a pulseecho inspection. The left image in Figure 10 shows the components of an conventional
ultrasonic probe and the right image demonstrates a pulse-echo measurement of part thickness.
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The UT transducer converts the received acoustic energy into an electrical waveform that can be
plotted by an oscilloscope. The amplitude (y-axis) of the waveform corresponds to the
magnitude of the reflected energy, and the delay (x-axis) represents the length of the sound path
between the probe and reflector. The instrument calculates the sound path length using the
following formula:
Ct

s =

[2]

s = sound path (mm), c = sound velocity (km/s), t = time of flight (ps)

The illustration in Figure I1 shows the reflection of sound waves off a planar internal defect and
the corresponding Amplitude-Scan (A-scan) response that would be observed on the UT
instrument.

reflected sound
waves
T

sound beam
Time (or distance) ->

flt defect
FIGURE

11:

ULTRASONIC ANGLE BEAM INSPECTION AND A-SCAN. (BERKE, 1990)
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Before performing an inspection, the sound path offset and scaling factor, as well as the signal
amplitude must be calibrated. The sound path is calibrated by taking two measurements of
reflections with known sound path distances. Similarly, the signal amplitude is calibrated
relative to the amplitude of the signal from a specified reflector (typically a 1.5 mm hole drilled
perpendicularly through a calibration block). These calibrations must be repeated after specified
intervals and/or any time the probe, wedge, or cable are changed. Figure 12 shows an operator
calibrating the sound path with a standard IW calibration block. After completing the sound
path calibration, the operator will turn the block over to calibrate the amplitude using the small
1.5 mm side-drilled hole (SDH) that can be seen in the lower right hand corner.

FIGURE 12: ULTRASONIC CALIBRATION WITH AN

IIW TYPE

REFERENCE BLOCK. (OLYMPUS IMS, N.D.)

Once the calibration is complete, the operator may begin inspecting parts. Each type of joint will
have unique scanning procedures, but the typical manual raster scan path is shown in Figure 13.
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FIGURE 13: RASTER SCAN PATH USED TO SEARCH

ISCONTINUITIES. (OLYMPUS IMS, N.D.)

When the inspector encounters a discontinuity within the test article, the inspector will evaluate
whether the amplitude of the signal exceeds that of the reference reflector (typically the 1.5 mm
SDH) at the same distance. If so, then the inspector slowly scans along the weld to determine
whether the length of the discontinuity exceeds the defect-limit. If the discontinuity exceeds
these limits, it is recorded as a defect and marked for repair.

By design, this evaluation process relies on the crude, but unavoidable, translation between a
flaw's severity and its acoustic reflectivity. For example, a large planar defect oriented parallel
to the path of sound will have a much smaller reflection than a miniscule planar defect oriented
perpendicular to the path. In this case the severe parallel defect may pass the inspection, while
the minor discontinuity would be flagged as a defect. Large round voids or inclusions will
similarly be less reflective that perpendicular planar defects of the same size due to the
dispersion of the reflected energy. This dispersion effect is illustrated in Figure 14.
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FIGURE 14: SPHERICAL DISCONTINUITIES DISPERSE ACOUSTIC ENERGY. (BERKE, 1990)

An additional discrepancy can arise when the joint contains inherent allowable discontinuities by
design. Some joints, for instance, are not designed to be welded through the full thickness of the
material. When inspecting these joints, the operator must attempt to distinguish between the
intentional discontinuities that are inherent to the design and the true defects. The flare-bevel
joint in the first motivating example was a partial-penetration joint that was designed to allow the
lowest 2 mm of the plate to remain unfused. The images in Figure 15 show how the corner
reflection from the unfused material in the design joint (left middle image) is indistinguishable
from the corner reflection in the grossly defective joint in the bottom left image.

Partial Penetration
- As per Design

FIGURE 15: CONVENTIONAL [I LIMITATIONS REGARDING PARTIAL-PENETRATION JOINTS
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Researchers have attempted to quantify the reliability of various inspection methods with regards
to finding different types of defects, however the human factors involved render this practically
infeasible. In "Human Factors in Aircraft Inspection" Drury identifies seventeen different
logical errors that can occur during the inspection process. (Drury, 2000)

TABLE 5: INSPECTION ERROR ANALYSIS. ADAPTED FROM (DRURY, 2000)

Function

Correct Outcome

Logical Errors
1.1 Incorrect equipment

1.2 Malfunctioning equipment
1.3 Incorrect calibration
1I4Incorrect or nadequate s stem knowledge
2.1 Wrong item presented
Present the correct test article to
2.2 Item presented incorrectly
the inspection system
Access
2.3 Item damaged by presentation
3.1 Indication missed
All possible non-conformities are 3.2 False indication detected
Search
3.3 Indication incorrectly located
detected and located
3.4 Indication forgotten before decision
4.1 Indication incorrectly measured/confirmed
.e o . All identified discontinuities are 4.2 Indication incorrectly classified
Decision
correctly measured and classified 4.3 Wrong outcome decision
4.4 Indication not processed
5.1 Non-conforming action taken on
The actions specified by the
5.2 Conforming action taken on nonResponse outcome decision are taken
nnn
ae
.. .ofrigato
correctly
conforming item
Initiate

Correctly assemble and calibrate
the inspection system

Drury then explains how the detection performance of an inspector will diminish as their
vigilance decreases. This vigilance has been shown in the laboratory to start high, decline
rapidly over the first 20-30 minutes of a vigilance task, and to continue declining more slowly
thereafter until reaching a steady low-level. The vigilance decrements are worst for tasks that are
difficult, involve rare events, offer no feedback on performance, and when the inspector works in
social isolation. (Drury, 2000) The production welding inspector is frequently subjected to all
of these adverse factors.

3.3 PHASED ARRAY ULTRASONIc TESTING
Phased Array Ultrasonic Testing (PAUT) is similar to conventional UT, except that instead of a
single piezoelectric element, the PAUT transducer contains an "array" of small independently
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controlled piezoelectric elements (typically 16 to 256 elements). By modifying the timing of the
pulses emitted by each element, the acoustic energy can be steered and/or focused with precision.

While the principles of constructive and deconstructive wave interference were first
demonstrated in 180 1, the principles were not practically applied until phased array radars were
developed in World War I for tracking ships and aircraft. Figure 16 illustrates the interference
pattern created by two point sources of light. (Olympus IMS, n.d.)

*

Maximum Pressure
Minimum Pressure

1A

FIGURE 16: TWO POINT SOURCE INTERFERENCE PATTERN. (OLYMPUS IMS, N.D.)

Substituting the radio wave emitters with piezoelectric elements led to the first acoustic phased
array transducers that were developed for the medical field in the 1970's. These instruments
made it possible for physicians to generate cross-sectional images of the human body. (Olympus
IMS, n.d.) Figure 17 is an example of an ultrasound image of a human organ.

FIGURE 17: MEDICAL ULTRASOUND IMAGE. (OLYMPUS IMS, N.D.)

I
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While some industrial PAUT instruments started to be developed for the nuclear industry in the
1980's, industrial PAUT instruments were neither portable nor affordable enough for most
applications until the last ten to fifteen years. A modern Olympus Omniscan PAUT instrument
is shown in Figure 18 below.

FIGURE 18: THE OLYMPUS OMNISCAN MX2. (OLYMPUS IMS, N.D.)

As described above, the multiple elements of a phased array transducer make it possible to
electronically steer and focus the transmitted acoustic energy. While a conventional UT
transducer can also be focused and steered through the use of different acoustic lenses and
Rexolite wedges, the simple advantage of PAUT's electronic scanning is that these varied
inspections can be performed in rapid succession (hundreds of inspections per second) and that
the information from each inspection can be integrated in into 2D section-view images in realtime.

Figure 19 compares a conventional UT inspection with a PAUT inspection. The top right image
illustrates how the PAUT transducer is transmitting energy at multiple different angles (8 angles
are shown pictorially, but a typical inspection would include between 30-120). For each angle,
the PAUT instrument collects a single A-scan response. The amplitudes of the A-scan signals
are converted to a color scale, and then the A-scans are plotted side-by-side into a single
composite image know as a Sectorial-scan (S-scan). An outline of the weld can then be overlaid
on the S-scan to help orient the inspector. The lower right image shows an S-scan. The
indication in the red circle on the S-scan is caused by a discontinuity at the root of the weld. The
indication in the green oval was caused by the characteristic shape of the weld face.
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FIGURE 19: CONVENTIONAL UT INSPECTION (LEFT) VERSUS PAUT INSPECTION (RIGHT)

A qualified UT inspector would be able to intuit the same information from both of the
inspections in Figure 19, but the advantages of the phased array inspection are still numerous:
1) The PAUT transducer collects information at dozens of different angles. Conventional
inspections would need to be performed with at least three different wedge angles to
reduce the risk of missing an off-angle reflector. Changing a wedge requires the
instrument be re-calibrated and is so time consuming that it is rarely done in practice.
2) The conventional transducer needs to be "scrubbed" in a raster pattern along the length of
the weld while the PAUT transducer only needs to be moved in a straight line parallel to
the weld. This can result in an order of magnitude reduction in search time with PAUT.
3)

Images of the A-scan and the S-scan can both be recorded, but only the S-scan with the
weld overlay will be able to store and convey meaningful information about the nature of
the discontinuity.

4) The S-scan image can be readily interpreted by the welder and the welding engineer to
help them identify the nature and potential causes of a flaw. The A-scan provides little
more than a pass/fail result.
5) The PAUT inspection can be readily encoded along the length of the weld - enabling the
permanent recording of three dimensional inspection information.
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6) The PAUT inspection can be more readily automated because the probe needs to be
moved in only one dimension rather than two.
7) And finally, as will be described in chapter 4, PAUT can identify and/or discriminate
certain discontinuities that cannot be adequately evaluated with conventional UT.
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4

VALIDATION OF PHASED ARRAY ULTRASONIC TESTING

Having identified PAUT as a promising alternative to conventional UT, the researcher developed
two experiments to determine whether PAUT was technically capable of addressing the needs
described in the two motivating cases. Due to the sensitive nature of the fatigue optimized weld
project, only the experiment for the flare-bevel joint will be included here.

The first challenge was to determine how to quantify and evaluate the performance of a weld
inspection system. While some will be interested in knowing the smallest defect that an
inspection method can discover, the designer of welded structures is typically more concerned
with the size of the largest defect that can be missed by an inspection method. Some of the
common methods for quantifying inspection performance are to evaluate the Probability of
Detection (POD), the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC), and/or the sizing accuracy
(a vs. a). The greatest challenge of these methods is that the inspection outcomes, whether in the
laboratory or in production, are functions of multiple inputs. Joint geometry, defect orientation,
and operator skill and/or vigilance, in addition to technical performance of the inspection
technology all impact the results.

The second challenge when evaluating an inspection method is the "Gold Standard" issue.
Ideally the evaluator would have access to an extensive set of samples with realistic internal
defects that are known with precision. While some vendors produce test samples that are
claimed to have precise internal flaws, the cost for a set of these samples was cost-prohibitive for
the purpose of this study. Instead, samples were produced using welding methods that were
expected to cause the internal defects of interest, and then upon completing the test inspections,
the samples were destructively evaluated to determine the actual quality of the weld. The
requirement for destructive testing renders this experiment un-repeatable.

4.1 EXPERIMENT DESIGN
To create a set of flare-bevel weld samples with varying depths of penetration, seven welding
parameters were varied between either two or three levels. The input parameters included: torch
angle, work angle, heat input, wire feed speed, voltage, gas flow rate, and weave pattern.
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Although not the primary purpose of the experiment, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was
performed to determine whether any of these factors held statistical significance. The ANOVA
table is provided in Exhibit 2; the regression was found not to have statistical significance.
Figure 20 shows the profile view of the drawing used to produce the flare-bevel samples. The
samples were 100 mm wide, and 10 samples were produced.

Depth of Penetration

10,0

12.0
Root Crack Height,

or Root Lack of Fusion
R57.2'o

FIGURE 20: DRAWING USED TO PRODUCE THE FLARE-BEVEL SAMPLES

The completed samples were inspected with an Olympus Omniscan MX phased array
instrument, a lOL16 probe, and an SAOO-N60S wedge. The depth of penetration was evaluated
at two locations across the width of each weld sample. These locations were numbered such that
the first and second test locations on the first flare-bevel sample were FBO1-1 and FBO1-2
respectively. The inspections revealed that full penetration had been achieved at seven of the
twenty possible test locations. As the purpose of the experiment was to discriminate between
acceptable and unacceptable depths of partial-penetration (the ability to identify full-penetration
welds was never in question) five of the seven full penetration test sites (FBO1-1, FB01-2, FB032, FB05-1, and FB05-2) were removed from the experiment at this point. After recording the
predicted depth of penetration for each test site, the samples were sectioned with a precision
abrasive cut-off machine and etched with Nital -5% Nitric Acid in Alcohol. A sectioned and
etched sample is shown in Figure 21 below.
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IGURE 21:

wVELID SAMPLE POST SECTIONING AND ETCHING.

To precisely measure the depth of penetration, the parts were inspected with fluorescent
magnetic particles and photographed under ultraviolet light. The photographs were scaled in a
computer drafting software using their known thickness as a reference, and a dimension was
recorded for the actual depth of penetration. The two bright green lines in Figure 22 indicate that
the weld material has not fused to parent plate - the vertical line is an extremely severe lack-offusion.

FIGURE 22: FLOURESCENT MAGNETIC PARTICLE INSPECTION OF A WELD SAMPLE

4.2 EXPERIMENT RESULTS
The predicted and actual root crack heights are plotted in the sizing accuracy plot in Figure 23
below. Note that the root crack height is the mathematical difference between the plate thickness
and that penetration depth. A defect threshold of two millimeters was assumed according to a
standard practice for flare-bevel joints. This defect threshold is plotted in blue on both axes.
Root crack heights in excess of two millimeters are considered defects, whereas crack heights
below two millimeters are not considered defects. Of the fifteen data points, only one (FB03-3)
was categorized incorrectly (false-negative), and only by a fraction of a millimeter. All other
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data points were correctly identified as either true-positives or true-negatives. These ROC
statistics are listed in Table 6.
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FIGURE 23: PLOT OF PREDICTED VS. ACTUAL ROOT CRACK HEIGHTS.

TABLE 6: TABLE OF RECEIVER OPERATOR CHARACTERISTIC STATISTICS

Condition (as determined by sectioning)
Total Population

Condition Positive
11
uPositive

15
Test
U

o

Outcome

Positive

True

Condition Negative

Prevalence

4

73.3%

False Positive (Type I

Positive Predictive

Error)

Value (PPV)

0

100.0%
False Omission Rate

10
Test Outcome

10
False Negative (Type i

Negative

Error)

(FOR)

1
True Positive Rate
(TPR), Sensitivity

20.0%
Positive Likelihood
Ratio (LR+)

5

True Negative(FR
4
False Positive Rate
(FPR)

Accuracy

90.9%

0

NA

93.3%

False Negative Rate

True Negative Rate

Negative Likelihood

(FNR)

(TNR), Specificity

Ratio (LR-)

9.1%

100.0%

9.1%
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5

BUSINESS CASE FOR IMPLEMENTATION

Based on the promising results from the validation study in the previous chapter it is evident that
PAUT offers technical capabilities beyond those of Conventional UT. This chapter aims to
evaluate the business case for upgrading to PAUT for some or all of the enterprise's weld
inspection needs. This chapter begins with an introduction to the Cost of Quality (COQ)
framework which will be used as a means of evaluating the various costs and benefits of this new
technology. Then the input collected from the inspection stakeholders will be discussed in terms
of the COQ framework, before finally concluding with a summary of the costs and benefits.

5.1 COST OF QUALITY FRAMEWORK
Most companies recognize and espouse the importance of providing quality goods and services
for the benefit of both their customers and their shareholders. However, in order to remain
competitive, the long-term value of the improved quality must exceed the costs needed to
achieve it. To rationalize an appropriate investment in quality, it is helpful to conceptualize
these costs within a "Cost of Quality" framework. Shiffauerova provides an excellent review of
several COQ frameworks that have been proposed, but one of the first, and perhaps most
enduring, is the framework proposed by Armand Feigenbaum in the 1956 Harvard Business
Review essay titled "Total Quality Control." (Shiffauerova & Thomson, 2005) (Feigenbaum,
1956) In his essay Feigenbaum suggests that quality costs should be broadly allocated into the
following categories of prevention, appraisal, and failure.

1) Prevention costs: The expense spent to prevent defects from occurring in the first
place. These costs include quality control engineering, employee quality training, and
the preventative maintenance of tools and equipment.
2) Appraisal costs: The expense spent on inspections, testing, quality audits, laboratory
acceptance examinations, and outside endorsements of quality.
3) Failure costs: The costs associated with repair, rework, scrap, field complaints, etc.

The failure costs were later subdivided into internal and external failure costs relating to failures
that occurred respectively before and after delivery to the customer. These categories, including
the subcategories within failure costs, are shown graphically in Figure 24 below.
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FIGURE 24: GRAPHICAL DEPICTION OF FEIGENBAUM'S "COST OF QUALITY" MODEL.

Upon categorizing and quantifying the costs of quality, the obvious next step was to predict the
optimal allocation of funds to minimize the total cost. In the 1950's Joseph Juran developed and
advocated for an "Economic Conformance Model" which plots the total cost of conformance as
the sum of the prevention plus appraisal costs and the costs of failure as shown in Figure 25
below. Juran's model suggests that a minimum cost of quality occurs at an economic
conformance level (ECL) corresponding to some non-zero percentage of non-conforming parts.
(Juran, 1974)
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FIGURE 25: JURAN'S ECONOMIC CONFORMANCE MODEL

Juran defined the zone to the left of the optimum as the "zone of improvement projects," where
relatively small investments in prevention and appraisal will yield large reductions in failure
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costs, and the zone to the right of the optimum as the "zone of perfectionism," where the cost of
pursuing higher quality will clearly exceed any potential benefit.

While Juran cites many examples which justify his model, especially within the short-term, the
model fails to account for several factors of importance in the long-term. First, the marginal
costs of incremental quality improvements are often very low once an effective continuous
improvement program is in place. Second, quality is not a stable property and employees who
are not actively engaged in continuously improving quality are often tacitly detracting from it
(conversely, employees who are engaged in quality improvement efforts tend to perform better
and take more pride in their work). Finally, Juran's model completely disregards the intangible
costs of external failure (loss of future sales, damage to brand reputation, etc.) therefore
substantially underestimating the total failure costs. Upon adjusting for these factors, modern
quality experts now typically advocate for a continuous improvement model which places the
COQ minimum at 100% conformance as shown in Figure 26 below.
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FIGURE 26: MODERN ECONOMIC CONFORMANCE MODEL

In practice it is very difficult for a firm to reasonably account for these costs in a manner that
would allow the curves to be plotted with any precision, however in a general sense the historical
and modern curves respectively represent a rationalization of the status-quo versus a
commitment to continuous improvement. Anecdotal evidence indicates that the latter model
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enables firms to achieve higher quality at a lower cost than their competitors. (Schneiderman,

1986)

5.2 STAKEHOLDER INPUT
The COQ framework attempts to minimize the total cost for a single entity (i.e. Caterpillar),
however in practice there is a tendency for internal business units to sub-optimize the COQ for
the particular aspect of the product that they are responsible for. Over the course of this project,
input was collected from various internal individuals and groups within Caterpillar who were
affected either directly or indirectly by the inspection process to understand where and how the
quality costs might be sub-optimized. The key groups that were interviewed included: inspectors
and inspection coordinators, plant managers, facility weld engineers, quality mangers, product
managers, and the internal specifications and standards committee members. The feedback from
these groups is summarized and analyzed below.

INSPECTORS AND INSPECTION COORDINATORS

The researcher shadowed inspectors on the factory floor to understand how inspections are
actually performed, and what the challenges and limitations of the existing methods are. In
addition to interviewing the local inspectors and inspection coordinators (senior inspectors who
manage the inspections process), a survey was distributed to Caterpillar's global weld inspection
community. Data from one of the survey questions is shown below. The question was "Why
don't you use PAUT today?" This question was only administered to the fifteen survey
participants who indicated they had prior experience with PAUT.
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FIGURE 27: SURVEY RESPONSE TO: "WHY DID YOU DISCONTINUE USING PHASED ARRAY?"

The top five responses reveal two things. Firstly, the inspectors are very sensitive to the
additional cost of the PAUT equipment. Although PAUT equipment is approximately four times
more expensive than conventional UT equipment, the equipment costs are only a small fraction
of the total costs of inspection. Secondly, the survey data reflects the limited training that these
inspectors received before attempting to use PAUT. While the PAUT output is more intuitive to
the layperson than the conventional UT, the PAUT instrument is more complex and typically
requires an additional eighty hours of classroom training to achieve proficiency. Early attempts
to institute PAUT did not address this additional training requirement.

PLA NT MANAGERS

Although not expressed in stakeholder interviews, the researcher identified that it is difficult to
appropriately align the incentives for plant managers with regards to latent defects. The plant
manager is typically motivated to both reduce costs and to reduce defects. An advanced
inspection system that correctly identified additional defects would appear to counter the
objectives of the manager, especially if the likelihood that the defects will fail within the tenure
of the manager is low. Thus, even though the improved quality of the delivered products would
be in the best long-term interest of the enterprise, the manager may not be inclined to justify the
investment. To counter this misalignment of incentives, its imperative that the internal
specifications and standards community be empowered to define and enforce compliance with
quality assurance best practices.
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FACILITY WELD ENGINEERS

Interestingly, once introduced to PAUT, the facility weld engineers became some of the
strongest advocates for the technology. FWEs, and the welders that they manage, share a general
skepticism of the inspection results provided by conventional UT inspection, which are difficult
for them to interpret. By comparison, they can more readily comprehend the sectional view
display of a PAUT instrument. Seeing the defect shape and location helps the FWE's and
welders to promptly correct the process and eliminate future defects. In COQ terms, the FWEs
correctly perceive that this would be an increased expenditure in "prevention" to achieve a
decrease in "internal failure" costs.

BUILT IN QUALITY GROUP

Caterpillar has a specific group (BIQ) devoted to monitoring quality and setting future quality
targets. The BIQ employees do not typically have formal training in weld inspection, but they
are aware of some of the limitations of conventional UT, and they provided several anecdotes to
illustrate the problems that these limitations have caused. For example, one welder was caught
holding back parts in order to release them after an inspector that he perceived to be more lenient
started his shift. This charade was not only an attempt to game the defect metrics, but it of
course also disrupted the flow of production.

Interestingly, although the interpretation of defects within a single part has been shown to be
subjective, the cumulative defect data fails to show a significant difference between the total
defects found per inspector.

PRODUCT MANAGERS

If feedback is received regarding an external failure (which does not always happen because
customers do not always report it) this feedback will go to the product managers. As described
in section 2.4, it will not be clear to the product managers in most cases whether the failure
occurred as the result of flawed design, flawed manufacturing, or inappropriate usage by the
customer. If the failure was due to the mistaken release of a flawed part, the product manager
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may respond by over-engineering future iterations of the structure rather than addressing the root
cause of the problem which lies in manufacturing.

Unfortunately, weld inspection is a niche skillset and most product managers are unaware of the
limitations of the current inspection methodology, as well as the fact that an advanced alternative
technology is available.

SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS COMMITTEE

The facility weld inspectors are technically supposed to do their inspections in compliance with
internal specifications and standards established by the specifications and standards committee.
However, due to shifts in the organizational structure, the specifications and standards committee
does not have feel that they have the political influence to unilaterally decide and enforce new
specifications. Their role has instead become one of standardizing and maintaining the existing
inspection methodologies between the various facilities

SUMMARY OF STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

Upon reviewing the stakeholder's perspectives on the costs and benefits of PAUT, it is evident
that the stakeholders are naturally evaluating the costs and benefits that the new technology will
have within their respective spheres of influence and accountability. Interestingly, the
stakeholder group with the largest influence on the implementation decision, the plant managers,
appear to only be negatively impacted by improvements in inspection capability. Additionally,
the stakeholders with the greatest knowledge of inspection technology, the inspectors and
inspection coordinators, are among the many stakeholders who do not expect to internalize the
benefit of any potential quality improvements. The perceived costs and benefits of each
stakeholder are summarized in Table 7 below.
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TABLE 7: SUMMARY OF STAKEHOLDER COQ PERSPECTIVES

Stakeholder
Inspectors and Inspection Coordinators

Prevention

Perceived Cost Impact
Internal
Appraisal
Failure

External
Failure

Plant Managers
Facility Weld Engineers
Built in Quality Group
A

Product Managers
Specifications and Standards Committee

5.3 ENTERPRISE COQ ANALYSIS
Looking at COQ from an enterprise level, the researcher expended a great deal of effort trying to
quantitatively estimate the value of an improved inspection system. Zaklouta and Roth proposed
an intriguing framework for minimizing the COQ, based on the assumption that the average
percentage of non-conforming parts, the inspection error rates (type I and type 2) of all the
available inspection methods, as well as the cost of improving the conformance rates and the
costs of alternative inspections are all both known andfixed. (Zaklouta & Roth, 2012)
Additionally, their analysis assumes that the costs of failure (particularly external failure) can
also be estimated appropriately.

Given all of these inputs, their model optimizes the combined system of production, inspections,
and quality improvement projects to provide the lowest COQ. By varying the inputs used in
their model, Zaklouta and Roth describe scenarios that achieve optimum (minimum) cost of
quality by using either different inspection methods, re-inspection of positive indications, reinspection of negative indications, re-inspection of both positive and negative indications, or no
inspections at all.

Unfortunately, while this approach may be applicable in certain high-volume and highly
automated production, this researcher has found that in the relatively low-volume, high-mix,
partially-automated structural welding production it becomes impractical to reasonably
approximate all the necessary inputs. Non-conformance rates and inspection performance
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statistics both vary between different parts and different operators, and the cost of improving
conformance generally is not known beforehand. Additionally, the cost of external failure is
difficult to quantify when accounting for the intangible costs such as brand damage.

This researcher proposes that since the non-conformance rate has the greatest individual impact
on the expected cost per conforming delivered part, then rather than optimizing inspection
strategies based on the relative error rates of the various inspection methods, Caterpillar should
instead optimize based on the relative potential of each inspection to influence and improve the
conformance rate of the manufacturing process. By this measure, PAUT provides clear
advantages over conventional UT inspection technology. This finding is congruent and
complimentary to the shift from quality control to continuous quality improvement, and from
Juran's ECM model to the modem ECM model. The perspectives of the facility weld engineer
group support this benefit.

BREAK EVEN ANALYSIS

While the argument proposed above may be of value to a quality professional, senior
management required an actionable perspective of the costs and benefits of upgrading to PAUT.
To this end, the researcher calculated the minimum benefits that would need to be achieved in
order to offset the costs of upgrading to PAUT (including both equipment and training for all
welding facilities). The total cost of upgrading to PAUT would be exceeded by the value of
achieving any ONE of the following three minimum expected benefits:
1) Preventing the one-time costs associated with a single future weld quality issue of the
magnitude described in the first motivating example.
2) Reducing the enterprise's internal welding rework costs by 3% for a single year through
reductions in the false positive rate of the inspections.
3)

Increasing the revenue from machine sales by O.OOXX% (thousandths of a percent) due to
improvements in brand value, customer satisfaction, and/or the promotion of lower cost,
higher performance machines enabled by fatigue optimized welding.
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6

CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS

Beginning with two motivating scenarios - the low-hour fatigue failures in customer machines
and the need for advanced weld quality assurance methods to enable the use of fatigue optimized
structures - this thesis explored the role of weld inspection, evaluated an alternative inspection
technology, reviewed feedback from inspections stakeholders, quantified the value of the
alternative technology, and proposed a novel criterion for evaluating inspection systems based on
their ability to influence and improve future production. Based upon these analyses, the value of
adopting phased array ultrasonic testing for weld inspection is predicted to greatly exceed the
additional costs. The following four steps are recommended for continuation of this work:
e

Fund the inspections specifications and standards committee to develop internal standards

for PAUT.
-

Train inspection coordinators through external training organizations, and use that
training to develop protocol for training the inspectors internally.

*

Upon completion of the standards and the training, pilot the PAUT inspection process in
a single facility alongside the conventional UT inspections and monitor the relative
performance of each. Particular emphasis should be made on educating the welders and
weld engineers in addition to the inspectors.

e

Assuming the results are positive, proceed with upgrading all of the production welding
facilities with PAUT equipment and training.
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7

OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUTURE PROJECTS

Over the course of this project the researcher identified the following opportunities for further
research projects involving inspections at Caterpillar.

7.1 NEXT GENERATION WELD INSPECTION SYSTEM
While PAUT provides many improvements over the conventional UT equipment in use today, it
still requires a somewhat subjective interpretation of the results by the operator and is also not
entirely conducive to collection and offline analysis of the inspection data. During the course of
this project the researcher proposed, and applied for patent protection on, a novel weld inspection
system to address these limitations. The details of the system cannot be disclosed at this stage,
but the information has been left on file with the inspections team in the Product Development
and Global Technology division, should another researcher at Caterpillar be interested in
pursuing this project.

7.2 OPPORTUNITIES BEYOND INSPECTION TECHNOLOGY
While this project was focused specifically on improving inspections through advanced
technology, the researcher identified several opportunities for research into operational
improvements relating to weld quality.

SAMPLING METHODOLOGY

As described in section 2.6, critical parts receive 100% inspection, but less critical parts are
typically inspected on a reduced sampling schedule. The current inspection process dictates that
if a defect is found on a part, all previously uninspected parts are inspected until the last known
good part is found. Papadakis makes the argument that processes such as manual welding can
rarely be considered "in control" in the statistical process control (SPC) sense of the phrase.
(Papadikis, 2007) Therefore, Papadakis argues that since SPC is only useful for processes that
can be in control, 100% inspection will be necessary to ensure quality. The researcher feels that
this deserves further study.
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DATA COLLECTION AND SHARING

While shadowing the inspectors, the researcher observed qualitatively that inspectors spend
considerable time coordinating their inspections (determining what parts need to be inspected),
traversing the facility (typically only a handful of inspectors must cover an entire facility),
recording their findings on paper (including the transcription of long serial numbers), and
inputting the collected data into a weld quality monitoring software. The current system results
in a high cost per inspection, is prone to errors, and can lead to inspections being the bottleneck
production process. Significant opportunities exist to streamline this process with an IT solution
such as an enterprise resource planning (ERP) software that can be operated by the inspectors via
tablet computers.

HUMAN FACTOR MANAGEMENT

The researcher observed that human factors play a significant role in the reliability of all of the
weld inspection systems discussed. Until an entirely objective inspection system such as that
proposed in section 7.1 is developed and proven to be reliable, managing the human factors
effectively is likely to be more important than the inspection instrumentation. Drury discusses
how inspector vigilance declines rapidly over the first 20 minutes of inspections, and how it is
further adversely affected when performance feedback is absent and when working in loud
environments and/or social isolation. (Drury, 2000) Weld inspections are unfortunately subject
to all of these adverse affects. Drury proposes options to mitigate these affects, but research is
needed to determine which, if any, of Drury's proposed mitigation methods would be beneficial
within Caterpillar's production environment.
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APPENDIX

1: PHASED ARRAY STUDY DATA

EXHIBIT
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EXHIBIT 2: ANOVA ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF WELDING PARAMETERS
Seven welding parameters were varied to create a set of weld samples with varying depths of
penetration. The effects of each parameter are shown statistically in the Analysis of Variance
tables below. We can see, based upon the high p-value of the F-statistic, that this regression
should not be considered statistically significant.
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.88382934
R square
0.7811543
Adjusted R Square
0.48936004
Standard Error
2.75063807
Observations
15
ANOVA

df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
Torch Misalignments
Abs(Misalignment)
Push (1)/ Drag (-1) / Neither (0)
Heat Input (Low=0, High=1)
WFS
Voltage
Gas Flow (cfh)
Weave (1) / Stringer (0)

SS
8 162.038035
6 45.3960587
14 207.434093

MS
20.2547543
7.56600978

Coefficients itondardError
4,839
4.093
0.010
0.055
0.094
0.127
-0.691
1.273
-6.665
1,801
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.634
4.223

t Stat
1.182
0.189
0.739
-0.542
-3.701
NA
NA
NA
NA
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F
Significance F
2.67707219 0.12337815

P-value
Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
0.282
-5.176
14.855
-5.176
14.855
0.857
-0.124
0.144
-0.124
0.144
0.488
-0.218
0.406
-0.218
0.406
0.607
-3.806
2.425
-3.806
2.425
0.010
-11.071
-2.258
-11.071
-2.258
NA
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
NA
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
NA
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
NA
-8.700
11.967
-8.700
11.967
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